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4Abstract
Efficient oxygen transport by hemoglobin results from
that the bindings of hemoglobin molecule for oxygen are
different in the protein's two conformations, denoted as
the R form and the T form. Little studies in the
thermodynamics of the free energy difference AG C AG=
RT RT
AGR- AG) have been done.
T
I n this study, we have used the methods of photo-
acoustic cal or i metr y and flash photolysis to determine
the bond energy between the CO molecule and the carp,
CypriLi s carpto, hemoglobin, in both the R and the T
conformations. Carp hemoglobin was chosen because it can
be locked in either of the two structures by controlling
the solution conditions such as the pH and the phosphate
content.
I t has been found that the quantum yields of car boxy-
hemogl obi n in the R and the T conformations are
0.68± 0.05 and 0.85± 0.06, -respectively. Combining with
the photoacousti c results, the enthalpies of the
reaction:
HBCCO)4 hBCCO)3+CO
are -21.8± 1.5 kcal/mol for the R structure and
-18.3± 2.2 kcal/mol for the T structure. Therefore,
enthalpy contributes -3.5± 3.7 kcal /mol to the free
energy difference of cooper ati vi ty.
An intrinsic volume change in the system is observed
following photolysis. From the photoacoustic experiment,
5the volume changes are 1.2± 0.3 x 10-23 cm 3 /molecule for
the R structure and 1.5± 0.1 x 10-23cm3/molecule for the
T structure.
From the flash photolysis experiment, it, is found
that at low photolysis level, the initial CO recombina-
tion rate of the R form is 3.3 times faster than that of
the T form. At high photolysis level, the initial CO
recombination rate of R form HbCO approaches to that of
the T form HbCO. This indicates that carp hemoglobin will
change to the T structure if most hemes are unliganded.
The R-+ T transition rate is about 29000 s -1 for complete
photolysis and at 1 atm CO concentration.
No geminate recombination is observed in both the R
and T structures. This is consistent with that the
relaxation found in the PA signal at low temperatures are
due to the volume change of the hemoglobin-CO system
before C HbC CO) 4) and after laser flash C HbC CO) 3+ COD.
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1.1.1 General properties of hemoglobin
As a major component of the red blood cell,
hemoglobin plays the important role of oxygen carrier in
the circulatory system. There is a 70 fold increase in
oxygen transport ability in the presence of hemoglobin
than that from the circulating fluid alone (Perutz 1964).
The physiological importance of hemoglobin has stimulated
numerous researchers to study its physical and chemical
properties as early as the beginning of this century.
Each hemoglobin molecule consists of about 10,000
atoms with a total molecular weight of 67,000.The entire
tetrameric structure is composed of four subunits, each
of which is a polypeptide chain consisting of about 150
amino acid residues. These four, chains. designated as two
a and two B chains. are held together by non polar
interactions, salt bridges and hydrogen bonds. As a
result, hemoglobin is folded in solution into a 65 x 55 x
50 A complicated spherical structure, referred to as the
quaternary structure. There is an oxygen binding site
(heme) in each of the subunits, giving a total of 4
oxygen-binding sites per hemoglobin molecule.Each heme
contains an iron atom Cat which the oxygen molecule
2binds) sitting in the center of a plannar prophyrin
structure. A picture of the hemoglobin molecule is shown
in Fig. 1. 1.
Fig. 1. 1 A picture of the hemoglobin electron density model
of Perutz. The two a subunits are modeled in light, and the
two subunits in black (Perutz 1964).
31.1.2 Conformation changes and cooperati vi ty
Should its f our heme groups bind oxygen
independently, hemoglobin would' exhibit an oxygen
equilibrium curve C pl of ti ng of degree of binding of
oxygen vs. the partial pressure of oxygen) with a
hyperbolic shape similar to that of myougl obi n Ca
monomeric protein for temporary oxygen storage in the
muscles) and its ability of oxygen transport would not be
as effective. The hyperbolic shape of binding curve for
myogl obi n can be derived by considering the reversible
reaction
C1.1)
in which y, the fractional saturation of the protein with
ligand Cin this case 0 P D, is simply given by
(1.2)
where K is the equilibrium association constant and p is
the partial pressure of 0 2.
However, i t is found experimentally that the
equilibrium curve is si gmoi dal CS-shaped) in shape C see
Fig. 1.2 for illustration). This curve _permits an
effective pickup of oxygen at the lung and a quick
release in the organs. The mechanism for efficient oxygen
transport is now generally attributed to the cooperative
interactions between the 4 subunits. The cooper ati vi ty of
hemoglobin or the so-called heme-heme interaction
















































Fig. 1.2 Oxygen equilibrium curves of A myoglobin and
B hemoglobin
(adopted from M. Weissbluth, 11 Hemoglobin, cooperativity
and electronic properties. Springer-Verlag, Mew York
Heidelberg Berlin
of oxygen. As Peruiz C1970D puts it, Suppose we have two
hemoglobin molecules A and B, A holding three oxygen
molecules already and B holding none. It will be 70 times
more likely that an approaching free oxygen molecule will
stick to A.
CI. 3D
n can be found from the slope in the midrange of the plot
Another way to describe cooperativity is the Hill's
constant n in the empirical relation written by Hill




vs. log p. For n 1 , the heme acts
independently. For n 1, there is some cooperative
interaction between them.
Different models have been proposed to explain the
cooperativity and the MWC model, suggested by Monod e t
a.I. C1965D, is now generally accepted to be the correct
one. When applied to the hemoglobin system, MWC model
suggested that hemoglobin can exist in two conformation
structures CR and TD which have different oxygen binding
affinities. When most of its hemes are bound,
hemoglobin exists in the R Crelaxed} structure which has
high oxygen affinity. Similarly, when most of its sites
are empty, hemoglobin will assume the X Ctense!) structure
which has low affinity for O. The existence of these two
conformations was first confirmed by X-ray diffraction
studies C Mui r head et a.1. 1967, Per utz 1967D. It clearly
showed that the quaternary structure of oxyhemoglobin
£ HbC and deoxyhemogl obi n CHbD are di f f erent.
CI. 40
Where AG serves as a ther modynami cal parameter that
accounts for the cooperativity.
1.1.3 Carp Hemoglobin
Besides the study on mammalian hemoglobin, hemoglobin
of fish is another category that many studies have been
done. The study on different species can give information
on the history of evolution, and provide further tests on
the various models proposed to explain cooperativity.
In the MWC model , the 2 c and 2 (3 chains are assumed
to be homogeneous and bind oxygen independently within
one conformation. The difference in- binding constants K
R
and K gives rise to the difference of free energy
between the two conformation:
Carp, CypririXLS carpio, hemoglobin is chosen in our
study because it exhibits a very interesting property as
follows. A mere change in pH or organic phosphate
concentration can transform it from one conformation to
t
the other CNoble et al. 1970, Pennel 1 y ei al. 1975, Tan
et al. 1972, 1973a, 1973b}. This is true when the
molecule is with or without ligands. The most effective
organic phosphate being used is I HP Cinositol
hexaphosphate). Below pH 6 and in the presence of I HP,
carp hemoglobin will be frozen in the T conformation
Pnel 1 y e£ at. , 19753. At, high pH and in the absence of
organic phosphate, carp hemoglobin will be frozen in the
R conformation.
1.2 Aims of our work
In our studies, we want to measure the FeCO bond
energy of the carp hemoglobin in its two conformational
states by the method of photoacoustic calorimetry Cthe
ligand CO is used instead of because only the CO can
be flashed off with a very high quantum yield, a
prerequisite for the experiment). The numbers have not
Another property that worth mentioning is the subunit
dissociation in carp hemoglobin. The tetramer-dimer
equilibrium constant K of carp hemoglobin is in the4,2
range 10 to lO M as compares to the value 10 M of
liganded human hemoglobin CEdelstein et ai., 19763.
Therefore, the dimer effect of carp is less significant
than human hemoglobin and can be neglected under most
experimental conditions.
Furthermore, there are three components in the carp
hemolysate CRiggs, 19693. While two of them are of nearly
equal proportions, the third is less than 5% in the
hemolysate. The kinetic behavior and equilibrium of
ligand affinity of the first two are identical with that
of hemolysate. Meterogenity that appears in many
multi—components hemoglobins is not observed.
8been reported in literatures. to the best of our
knowledge. In principle, the values can be determined by
conventional equilibrium binding affinity measurements at
different temperatures. However, experiment of this kind
is difficult because there will be large uncertainties
due to the reaction's enormous equilibrium constants.
Direct cal or i metr i cal measurement if conducted carefully,
can overcome the accuracy problem. For example, the
enthalpy of reaction of CO and human hemoglobin has been
determined to be 23.2 kcal /mol by a gas-liquid micro-
calorimeter (Rudolph and Gill, 1974D.
Photoacoustic calorimetry C to be explained in chapter
23 is another method which can also provide a relatively
accurate measurement of the bond energy. By measuring the
Fe-CO bond energy of carp hemoglobin in the R and T
conformations, we can deduce the enthal pi c contribution
(vs. entr opi c) to the overall cooperative free energy AG.
The value of iG for human has been reported to be around
3-4 kcal /mol. The above information is useful for a
better understanding of a molecular mechanism of
hemoglobin cooper ati vi ty and the knowledge of the
1 ocati on of this free energy can give a' better
understanding of the cooperati vi ty mechanism.
91.3 Organization of the thesis
The remaining of this thesis is divided into four
parts. Chapter 2 gives the theoretical background of
photoacousti cs and its application in calorimetry.
Chapter 3 gives a detail description of the experiment.
It is divided into two sections. The first describes
photoacoustic cal on metry while the second describes the
flash photolysis experiment. Chapter 4 describes the data
analysis procedures. The results and their discussions
are presented in Chapter S. Chapter 6 gives a brief
conclusion. A listing of the computer program for the
Tektronix 7912 AD programmable digitizer written in




This chapter describes the theoretical background of
photoacousti c technique C see review by Tam, 19863. The
theory of flash photol ysi s can be obtained from many
photochemistry textbooks and hence is omitted.
2.1. Overview
The earliest demonstration of photoacoustic phenomena
can be traced back to the photo-phone of A. G. Bell
C18803. As it, is called, photoacoustics C PAD is the
generation of acoustic waves by photon excitation of
materials. Due to its high sensitivity and the non-
contact character in some applications, PA technique is
widely used in gas, liquid and solid phases measurements.
Applications include PA spectroscopy, PA monitoring of
deexci tati on, PA studies of physical properties of mater-
ials such as surface flaws, layered structure, material
composition, sound velocity, flow rates, temperatures,
etc. C see Tam, 1986D.
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2. 2 Photoacousti cs in Brief
Photoacoustic technique can be classified into two
categories- the continuous waves C'CW) excitation and the
pulse excitation. In the CW operation, a continuous light
source modulated by a light chopper is used as excitation
and lock-in detection is adopted for noise suppression.
In pulsed PA, a pulse laser beam is employed and the
temporal profile of the response is recorded either by a
boxcar or transient digitizer. Averaging and gating
techniques are often used to improve the S/N ratio.
Details of PA generation by pulsed laser in both
liquid and gas have been discussed in several reviews
(Hutchins 1986, Si gr i s t 1986 and Tam 1986). In the
following, only the generation of acoustic wave in liquid
by a pulse laser will be discussed.
The underlying mechanisms of PA generation in liquid
phase include thermoel asti ci ty, el ectrostri cti on, vapori-
zation, radiation pressure, and dielectric breakdown
(Hutchins, 1986D. Among them, the contribution of radi-
ation pressure can be neglected (p rado I /c, I being the
intensity of the laser beam and c the velocity of light
in, the medi um:. Even though vaporization and dielectric
breakdown have higher efficiency in PA generation, the
signal can occur only upon crossing some energy threshold
which is usually not the case found in cal or i metr y
measurements done at sufficiently low laser intensities.
Contribution of the el ectrostri cti on at room temperature
—5
is lO cx Limes of the thermoel ast i ci ty and can be
neglected as well CTam, 19863 Ca is the absorption
coefficient of the solution!). The general treatment of
these two effects and their comparison is given by Lai
and Young CI 982!).
C 2. 13
Where ?, V , I , and AR are expansivity, initial volume of
the irradiated region, length of the region along the
A
laser beam and AR the change in radius of the region«
after the laser pulse.
C2. 23
Where p and C are the density and heat capacity of the
P
Consider a laser beam propagating in a solution with
a small absorption coefficient ex. The intensity of laser
pulse can be assumed to be constant within a small path
length in the cell. Depending on the laser pulse duration
r and the acoustic transit time t across the beam
p a
radius R Ct = RSx where v is the acoustic velocity in
a a ct
the solution3, the PA generation can be divided into two
extreme cases: 13 r « r Cnarrow beam or long pulse3 and
a p
23 r » r Cwide beam or short pulse3. Our experiment
a- p
using a nano—second laser corresponds to the wide beam
case.
For our t » t case, the volume change of the
a. p
irradiated region after the excitation is given by
The temperature rise AT after the laser pulse with
energy E is given by:
solution respectively. For low laser energy, AR will be
much smaller than R, C2. 2D thus qivina
C2. 3D
Consider that the PA signal is generated at the
cylindrical surface CActually, the resultant PA signal
should be the superposition of PA signals due to a bunch
of source within the cylinder}. Relating the pressure
Cstress} with strain by the bulk modulus, one obtains the
pressure P at the cylindrical surfaceO
C2. 4}
2
Where B = prj is the bulk modulus of the solution.
a
Since the pressure at r from the laser beam decreases
as r 12 CLandau and Lifshitz, 1959}, PCr} is then
C2. 5}
or C2. 6}
The dependence of PCr} on the parameters in C2. 5} is
consistent with the more general solution obtained by Lai
and Young CI982}.
In our photoacoustic experiment, a long focal length
cylindrical lens is used to focus the laser beam in one
dimension. The plane acoustic wave thus generated will be
different from the result discussed above. However, if R
is interpreted as the half width of the laser pulse at
the focal plane in the focused dimension, the above
result can be applied qualitatively as far as PA
calorimeiry is concerned.
2.3 The Shape of the PA Signal
The PA signal generated by the laser pulse consists
of a compression part and a rarefaction part. Theoretical
shapes of the PA signal generated from laser pulses with
different spatial profiles are discussed by Lai and Young
C1982D. During measurement, even though the PA signal
will still contain a positive going and a negative going
peak, the detail of the signal shape will be modified due
to transducer and electronic response, as well as the
geometrical configurations of the system. In' photo-
acoustic calorimetry, the bond energy is deduced from the
signal amplitude difference between the sample and a
pgference. As long as the PA signal of the sample is not
generated by any relaxation process, this will not affect
the analysis of the bond energy.
The above discussion concentrates on the generation
signal due to thermoelastici ty. PA signal generated
from this mechanism is called heat term. As can be seen,
bhe PA signal is generated through a volume change of the
laser illuminated region. Therefore, any volume change of
the system after the photochemical reaction will generate
a similar PA signal. To distinguish from the heat term,
this component, which is generated from the intrinsic
volume change of the system, is called the volume term.
However , if -there is any relaxation process in the
reaction of the sample Cheat term or volume ternO , a PA
signal which differs from that of the reference sample
will be generated. As a simplest case, consider that the
heat is released with a life time r. The resultant PA
signal will then be the convolution of a prompt heat PA
signal Clike the one generated in the met Mb solution!)
—t»-T
and a single exponential fucntion e . Fig. 2.1 shows a
2.25 MHz PA signal of met myoglobin and the convoluted
signal generated from it for r = lOO ns and 10 js. The
effect of relaxation on the signal shape can easily be
seen.
Fig. 2.1 Convolution of a prompt heat PA signal with a heat release
-prompt heat PA signal from met myoglobin solution
100 ns






The Schematic diagram for the PA experiment is shown
in Fig. 3.1.
The laser beam is first splitted into two by a quartz
plate so that a small fraction is incident on a HP
photo-diode C22. 5 V bias, 50 Q outputs for the generation
of a synchronized triggering pulse. This electric pulse
is fed into a Hitachi V1050F 100 MHz oscilloscope in
which a variable delay trigger pulse is generated to
trigger the digital recorders. A second beam splitter
directs part of the beam to an EG G model UV-444 BQ
photo-diode for energy measurement. The major portion of
the dye laser beam is focused by a 10 inch focal length
cylindrical lens into the PA cell. The width of the laser
beam within the cell can be adjusted by varying the
degree of focusing to generate PA signals of. different
frequencies. A cylindrical lens is used here because the
plane acoustic wave generated by the rectangular beam
profile makes the optical alignment easier. Moreover,
since the laser intensity is significantly lower as
compared with the case of a point focusing with the same
17
18
energy, the occurrence of non-linear effect is now less
likely. Transducers with different resonant frequencies
are chosen to match the main frequency of the PA signal
so that an optimized sensitivity-can be obtained. To
obtain the energy dependence of PA signal, a set of
neutral density filters calibrated at the wavelength of
the laser is placed before the cylindrical lens.
The PA signal from the ultrasonic transducer is
amplified by a series of amplifiers and attenuator s: a
Tr ont ec h Model W50ATC preamplifier (gain 50 db, 0. 01 to
50 MHz), a variable attenuator CO-80 db in step of 1 db),
a Trontech Model W50ETC power amplifier (gain 24 db, 0.01
to 50 MHz) and a PAR 115 wide band preamplifier C X10 gain
50 0 d. c. input). The signal is finally recorded by using
a transient digitizer, either a Tr ansi ac 2001 transient
recorder program-controlled by a 6502 micro computer, or
a Tektronix 7912AD programmable digitizer C ver ti cal plug
in: 7A19 amplifier, horizontal plug in: 7B10 time bas e)
controlled by an IBM compatible PC. The energy signal
from the photo-diode, without any amplification, is
recorded by a Biomati on 1010 transient recorder
interfaced to another IBM compatible PC.
10



























Fia. 3. 1 Schematic diagram of the photoacoustic setup
beamsplittersignal path b. s.laser beam
&
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3.1.2 Structure of the photoacoustic cell
A side-view of the photoacoustic cell is shown in
Fig. 3. 2. To prevent corrosion and sample contamination on,
the cell is made of stainless steel. Two 1-inch diameter
quartz plates mounted on two opposite sides of the cell
form the entrance and exit windows for the laser pulses.
The PZT transducer is mounted on a third wall
perpendicular to the entrance and exit windows. At the
bottom of the cell, a DC motor with a magnetic bar is
used to drive the magnetic stirrer placed inside the cell
throughout the experiment. This improves the temperature
uniformity and speeds up the sol vati on of gas during the
sample preparation. Other accessories include a stainless
steel tube ended at the bottom of the cell for bubbling
argon or CO gas, a gas release valve and a stainless
steel sheath for inserting the thermocouple. The whole
cell is made air-tight by vi ton O-rings at the mountings.
3.1.3 Transducers
To optimize the system sensitivity during the
frequency dependence experiment, five piezoelectric C P=
transducers from Panametrics and KB-Aerotech with
different resonant frequencies are used during the










Fig. 3.2 Side view of the S. S. PA cell
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Table 3.1 PZT transducers characteristics
Active
Manufacturer Model Resonance El ement
Di ameter
Panametrics V303 1 MHz 0. 5 in
KB-Aer otech Alpha 2.25 MHz 0. 5 in
Panametrics V310 5 MHz . 25 in
Panametrics V312 10 MHz . 25 in
Panametrics V313 15 MHz . 25 in
Due to the presence of an epoxy protecting layer on
the surface of the transducers, the signal observed is
slightly different when this layer is dry and when it is
saturated with water. Hence, whenever a new transducer is
used, it is mounted into place with the cell filled with
distilled water for several days before experiment.
3.1.4 Temperature control and calibration
Temperature of the cell is controlled by circulating
the coolant C water+ ethylene glycol) through the double
walls of the PA cell using a Haake F3-C circulator. A
copper -cons tantan thermocouple is inserted in a stainless
steel sheath in direct contact with the protein solution
for temperature measurement. The sheath is filled with
silicon fluid for good thermal contact. Temperature
23
uniformity is improved by stirring the solution with the
magnetic stirrer as mentioned.
Even though a magnetic stirrer is used during the
experiment to improve temperature uniformity, temperature
difference may still exist between the thermocouple
sheath and the experimental region illuminated by the
laser pulses. A calibration study is conducted to correct
for such a difference. The cell is filled with distilled
water and another copper -constantan thermocouple is
positioned at the laser illuminated region. By taking the
thermocouple readings at different temperatures, a
calibration curve is obtained (Fig. 3.33. The best fitted
line of this curve is found to be
C3. 1)
where TSOL is the temperature measured at the laser
illumination region and T thermo is the temperature
measured at the thermocouple sheath. All the results in
the temperature dependence experiments are then corrected
by C3. 1).
3.1.5 Excitation light source
Our excitation light source is either a Nd: YAG laser
or a home-made dye laser pumped by it. For the dye laser,
k i ton red dye from Exi ton is pumped by the second
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laser at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The lasing wave-
length 580.1 nm is checked by a SPEX 1702 spectrometer.
Optimum output of the dye laser is about 1 mJ per pulse
with a pulse width of about 5 ns. Details of the dye
laser set up has been described in the M. Ph. thesis by
Liu C 1986:).
3.1.6 Sample preparation and characterization
1. 7 mM car boxy form stripped hemoglobin C HbCO) of
carp is supplied by Prof. Robert Noble. and is stored at
4 oC until used. Just before experiment the stock sample
is diluted with 0.1 M pH 7 bi s -tr i s buffer 1 C Si gma
Chemical Company, lot. no. 87F-5621) to obtain the R
conformation while the T conformation is obtained by
dilution of the stock in 0. 1 M pH 6 acetate buffer with 6
mM I HP C I nosi tol Hexaphosphoric Acid, sodium salt from
CORN. Sigma Chemical Co., lot. no. 107C-0066D. The pH
val ues are determined by a PHM 29 pH meter C Radi ometer,
Copenhagen).
During each experiment, 25 ml buffer- is first
degassed three times to remove the oxygen. 20 ml' of the
degassed buffer is transferred into the air-tight
l[ bis ( 2-Hydr oxy ethyl) imino-tris C Hydr oxy methyl )
methane]
26
photoacoustic cell filled with argon gas. A small excess
amount of sodium di thi oni to C Na2Sa043 is dissolved in the
remaining buffer in a nitrogen environment. Suitable
volume of stock protein is then pi petted into it. The
mixture is passed through a 0.45 pm membrane filter
(Micro Filtration Systems, USAF into the PA cell. The
solution is bubbl ed gently C about, one bubble per seconds
with argon gas for about 1X2 hour to remove any remaining
trace amount of oxygen. CO (Matheson Gas Product, USA) is
then bubbled gently to the solution for another 1Z2 hour.
3 ml of the final solution is then taken out for spectrum
measurement C500 to 700 nm) using a Hitachi 220S spectro-
photometer. Typical spectra are shown in Fig. 3.4. The
sample would be discarded if any indication of met
hemoglobin were observed Ca small peak at about 630 nmD.
To prepare the met myogl obi n solution, horse heart
myogl obi n in met form C Si gma Chemical Company, USA, lot.
no. 75F-7040) is dissolved in the corresponding buffer
( I n R form HbCO measurement, bis -tris buffer isused in
dissolving met myogl obi n and in T form HbCO measurement,
acetate buffer is used). The solution is then passed
through a 0. 45 pm spore size filter membrane before
pi petti ng into the PA cell. The absorbance at the laser
wavel ength is then adjusted to that of the HbCO solution
by dilution with buffer.
After the PA experiment for either HbCO or met












Fig. 3.4c Spectrum of T form deoxyhemogl obi n of carp
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differences in O.D. (optical density) at wavelengths
monitored C the 538 and 568 nm peaks and the excitation
wavelength) were found to be always less than 2%. This
indicates that the both sample are quite stabl e
throughout the experiment.
3. 1. 7 Calibration studies with met myogl obi n and CoCl 2
Met myogl obi n, deoxy myogl obi n C Mb:) and the coba1
chloride C CoC12:) solutions are good references for th
photoacoustic calorimetric study because they do no
fluoresce or undergo any reaction when excited by vi si bl
light C Leung et a t., 1987D. For all these samples, thi
photon absorbed is 100% converted into hea-
i nstantaneousl y without the involvement of any sl o'
relaxation process. Among the three samples, the handl i nc
of deoxy myogl obi n is most critical because it can react
with any trace amount of oxygen to form the MbO,
derivative. CoC122 the most stable one among the three,
has a low absorbance in the visible and a ver
concentrated solution must be used. The protein sot uti or
must be corrected for this ionic strength difference ir
order to match the thermal properties within the twc
solutions. A more important factor that prevents the
adoption of CoC12 is that any trace amount of CoCI 2
remaining in the PA cell will change the HbCO into ferric
31
form. As a result, met myogl obi n is used as our reference
in most of our studies.
To ensure the met myogl obi n reference will give same
result as that of CoC12, a measurement on temperature
dependence of the PA signal normalized to the laser
energy dS/dE is carried out at 532 nm for the two
samples. The absorbance is chosen to be 0. 2 cm-: and the
signal for the two samples is detected by the 2.25 MHz
transducer. For the met myogl obi n solution, 54 mM CaC12
is added to correct for the ionic strength difference.
3. 1. 8 Energy dependence of. PA signal
The PA signal is measured in an 8 to 10 fold change
of laser energy (corresponding to approximately an O. D. 1
change:). As a reference, the incident laser energy is
measured by a power energy meter C Sci entech 362) before
and after experiment to make sure that the maximum laser
energy used is about 20 uJ. Higher laser energy would
cause a nonlinear energy dependence of the PA signal due
to local boiling or multi -photon absorption and is thus
avoided. In order to make full use of the resolution of
the digitizer, the amplitude of the signal is adjusted by
the variable attenuator between 3 to 30 db. Signals which
require an attenuation larger than 30 db is- avoided
because saturation in the W50ATC preamplifier would
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occur. Below 3 db attenuation, the signal is smaller than
the intrinsic noise of the system and it becomes very
difficult to obtain a satisfactory S/N ratio. The latter
situation is always found at low 'temperatures at which
the thermal expansi vi ty of the buffer solution is small.
For such cases, it is not possible to conduct the
measurement at the lowest laser energies.
3. 1. 9 Temperature dependence experiment
I n order to separate out the contribution of volume
change of the system Csee chapter 2 and 4D, the energy
dependence of HbCO and met myogl obi n are measured at
different temperatures Csee chapter 4 for explanation).
The sample of HbCO is first equilibrated at 20.3 °C and
energy dependence data is acqui r-ed. The temperature is
then decreased to 16.4, 12.51 8. 7, 4. 8 and O. 9 °C
successively. At each temperature, about 15 minutes are
allowed for temperature equilibrium within the PA cell
before the data are acquired. After the 0. 9 °C data has
been taken, the temperature is again raised to 20.3 °C
and, another set of energy dependence data is taken. Any
change in the system or sample will be reflected in the
difference of slope of the two set of 20.3 °C data taken
in the beginning and the end of the experiment- Same
procedure is repeated for the met myogl obi n sample.
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3.1.10 Frequency dependence experiment
By adjusting the focusing of the laser beam, PA
signal of different frequencies are .generated. This gives
some information about the relaxation phenomenon of
volume change in the system as described in chapter 2 and
4. The actual frequency distribution of the PA signal is
deduced by a Fast Fourier Transform of the PA signal.
3.1.11 Signal reproducibility
Since a complete set of experiment takes about 10
hours or more, a long term reproducibility of the system
is very important,. Many factors, such as amplifier gain
instability, slow drift of the laser beam position with
respect to either the normalization photo-diode or the
transducer, etc. V may al ter the signal as a function of
time. To i nvesti gate the- effect of these factors, a
system reproducibility experiment is conducted. This is
carried out by studying the PA signal of horse heart met
myogl obi n in pH 7 bi s -t r i s buffer at 25 and 20 °C in a
time scale of two days. The excitation source is the
580 nm dye 1 aser output and the sample absorbance is
chosen to be 0. 2 cm-1. The results are shown in Fig. 3. 5.
The difference in slopes in the energy dependence of the
PA signal is less than 2%. We expect the reproducibility
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Fig. 3 .5 Energy dependence of PA signal measured between two days

































3. 2 Flash Photolysis Experiments
In calculating the bond energy, quantum yield of the
photolysis reaction must be known' Csee chapter 4, Data
Analysis). Furthermore, it has been reported that for
human hemoglobin in the R form, about 50% CO l i gand
recombines in a geminate fashion while the geminate
fashion in the T form is only 3% CMarden et aL., 1387).
Since geminate recombination occurs sufficiently slowly
within 100 ns, the photoacoustic signal will be affected
if such geminate recombination occurs in carp hemoglobin.
Moreover, CO recombination rate for the R and T
conformations are different. this serves as an indirect'
checking of the protein conformation in the prepared
sample. All of these can be investigated by the flash
photol ysi s experiments.
I n the first part of flash photolysis experiment, the
quantum yields of HbCO in the two conformations are
determined. Simultaneously, the existence of any geminate
state can be checked by conducting the experiment in a
fast time scale. In the second part, the CO recombination
rate and the R -i T conformation transition rate are
measured.
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3. 2. 1 Instrumentation
The schematic diagram for the flash photolysis setup
is shown in Fig. 3.6.
The 532 nm output of the Quanta Ray DCR-2 Nd: YAG
laser (pulse width, approx. 10 ns.) is used as the
excitation source. Three di chroi c mirrors and a Corning
1-75 I R filter are used to remove the 1. 064 pm component
of the excitation beam. The trigger and energy
measurement are identical to those in the photoacoustic
experiment. Optical density change of the protein after
excitation is probed by a monochromatic light beam from
the exit slit of a monochr omator C Jar r el l -Ash 82-487D.
The image of the slit overlaps with the excitation laser
beam inside a 1-cm quartz cuvette. At the exit of the
cuvette, the probe beam is then focused onto the entrance
slit of another monochr omator C Bausch Lomb Model 2) and
monitored by a phot omul tipliertube C EMI 9558 QB). In the
time scale experiment for measurement of the
fastest,
quantum yield, this tungsten 1 amp-monochromator system is
replaced by a HeNe laser (Spectral Physics 12OSD as
explained in the experimental procedures below.
In The quantum yield experiment, The signal from the
photo-multiplier tube is first amplified by a wide-band
amplifier C PAR 115) and is digitized by a Tr ansi ac 2001 S
8 bit transient, recorder C10 a samples per second:). In the
CO recombination rate measurement, it is amplified by a
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Tektronix AM 502 differential amplifier and recorded by
the Bi omati on 1010 waveform recorder. The data are then





















Fig. 3. 6 Schematic diagram of flash photolysis experiment-
light beam signal path M 1, M 2: monochromator
PMT: Dhotomul tipliertube T lamp: tungsten lamp.
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3.2.2 Sample preparation
Same buffer conditions as those in the photoacoustic
experiment are used C O. 1 M pH 7 bi-stris buffer for the R
conformation and 0.1 M pH 6 acetate buffer+ 6 mM IHP for
the T conformation.).
3.5 ml buffer is first degassed three times and the
chamber is then filled with high purity nitrogen gas. A
slightly excess amount of sodium di thi oni to is then added
to reduce any fern-hemoglobin present and to remove the
last traces of oxygen that would' otherwise bind with the
protein rapidly after photolysis. Afterwards, suitable
volume of stock hemoglobin which has been centrifuged for
15 minutes is pi petted into the buffer solution to give
the desired final concentration. No further filtration
procedure is needed.
To prepare the car boxy form hemoglobin, the solution
is exposed to 1 atm carbon monoxide C Matheson Gas
Product, USA) and is flushed gently for about 15 minutes.
During this period, a magnetic stirrer is used to speed
up the process. C Actually, for carp hemoglobin, 35 pM CO
concentration is sufficient for complete ligation even at
pH 6 C Noble e t a L., 1968).
Car boxy form horse heart myogl obi n C MbCO) is prepared
similarly except that the met form myogl obi n from Sigma
Chemical Company is first dissolved in the degassed
bi s-tr i s buffer solution and passed through a 0.45 pm
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membrane filter to remove the undissolved aggregation.
The spectrum of horse heart c ar boxy myoglobin is shown in
Fig. 3.7. In the quantum yield experiment, concentration
of MbCO solution is controlled to match its absorbance at
532 nm to that of R and T HbCO.
3. 2. 3 Spectrum measurement of T form deoxy hemoglobin
We are not able to remove completely the CO present
in the stock solution of carp hemoglobin simply by
dilution and the deoxy form is mixed with some car boxy
form. By flushing N2 gas together with Xenon arc lamp
illumination for the T form deoxy hemoglobin after the
addition of a small excess amount of Na2S2O4, a sat-is-
factory spectrum of deoxy T form is obtained. Similar
treatment cannot obtain the spectrum of deoxy R form.
This can be due to the higher CO binding affinity in the
R form structure.
3. 2. 4 Quantum yield experiment
The experiments are carried out at room temperature.
The absorbances of R form, T form HbCO and MbCO at 532 nm
are matched to within 3% of one another. The absorbance




Fig. 3.7 Spectrum-of carboxymyogl obi n of horse heart.
at several 'time scales. From the extinction coefficients
of the deoxy and carboxy form at several wavelengths, the
quantum yields of R and T conformations at different time
scales are obtained. The quantum yield for the photo-
dissociation of MbCO is assumed to be l.O CNoble e£ aL ,
19673.
Energy dependence is carried out at different
wavelengths and different time scales by inserting a set
of neutral density filters before the sample cuvette
similar to the procedure in the photoacoustic experiment.
This improves the accuracy and also ensures that the data
are obtained in the low energy regime that matches the
condition in the photoacoustic experiment.
In the flash photolysis experiment at the fast time
scale of lOO ns, it is necessary to reduce the scattered
light from the hemoglobin sample before any meaningful
signal could be seen. In this case, a HeNe laser Cwith an
O. D. 2 neutral filter added3 is used in placed of the
conventional tungsten 1amp-monochromaior system. A 632. 8
nm interference filter is placed in front of the second
monochromator. This removes the scattered light and makes
it possible to observe the early stage of _ the flash
photolysis kinetics, so that any geminate recombination
can be seen. However, due to the small absorbance change
at 632.8 nm and the limitation of our system, CRF pick up
arid frequency response, etc. 3, it is difficult to measure
processes occurring faster than lOO ns. This time scale
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is sufficiently fast for comparison with results obtained
in the PA experiment conducted at 15 MHz or below. AT
15 MHz, the PA signal cannot distinguish between
instantaneous processes or those --relaxation processes
occurring faster than 100 ns.
3.2.5 Co recombination experiment
The O.D. of HbCO at 532 nm is chosen to be about 1.1-
1.2cm-1 for the two conformations. By inserting O.D.
filters in front of the cuvette, the CO recombination
rates at different laser energies are measured at both
590 and 600 nm.
To measure the R T transition rate, the monitored
wavelength is tuned to the i sosbesti c point of carboxy
and deoxy forms C562.2 nm) and the change in the optical




4. 1 PA Signal Amplitude
As expl ai ned i n Chapter 2, each PA si gnal i s composed
of a positive going and then a negative going peak C f or
met myogl obi n below the temperature of zero expansi vi t y,
the reverse is true). To determine the area under the
first peak, we first locate the second zero crossing
point of the first peak. The area under the first peak
C shown as the shaded area in Fig. 4. 1.) is then
calculated by integrating backward from the second zero
crossing point using the Simpson' s rule.
4. 2 Laser Energy
The laser energy is measured by integrating the
signal from the energy photo-diode. This time a fixed
number of points from the peak value is integrated and a
relative number proportional to the laser energy is thus
obtained. No attempt has been made to find the conversion
factor for the absolute laser energy since our final
result will not depend on it.. The energy dependence of
the PA signal is therefore plotted in arbitrary unit.
However, it should be emphasized that the geometric
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Second zero crossing
point of first peak
Fig. 4.1 The shaded area taken to be the PA signal
amplitude
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configuration of the experiment is unchanged throughout
the HbCO and the met myogl obi n experiment. Therefore,
even though the laser energy is measured in arbitrary
unit, the relative scale of the slope between each energy
dependence curve of the temperature run is known. This is
sufficient for our experiment, since the bond energy can
be calculated without knowing the absolute conversion
factor (see below).
4. 3 Photoacoustic Cal on metry
In photoacoustic cal or i metr y, the PA signal amplitude
for a completely nonr adi aced deexci tati on process must be
known in order to deduce the bond energy of the reaction
being studied. Samples such as met myogl obi n which
converts the absorbed photon energy by completely into
heat instantaneously serves as a convenient reference for
this purpose. According to (2. 5), the PA signal amplitude
of the reaction
(4. 1)
i s given by
(4. 2)
where H1 in (4. 1) is equal to by and K depends on the
0. D. of the sample and geometry of the experiment. E,
after normalized to the photon energy hv, now becomes a
scalar. By keeping the O. D. and experiment geometry
unchanged, K will be unchanged throughout the entire
experiment.
In our car boxyhemoglobin system, the reaction
following low level laser illumination is
C4. 3D
The absorbed photon energy h is expended in two ways:
ID Part of it is used for breaking the Hb-CO bond with a
quantum yield 7? C defined as the ratio of number of GO
photodissociated to the number of photon absorbedD and
bond energy
C 4. 4D
In addition to the volume change due to
thermoelasticity, the volume of the system CHbCCOD
before excitation and HbCCOD3 + CO after excitationD may
differ by AV . In Chapter 2 it has been mentioned that
conf
this intrinsic volume difference should also give rise to
a PA signal Cvolume termD together with the thermoelastic
contribution Cheat termD.
2D a fraction of the photon energy is released
nonr adi ati vel y as
For each photon that breaks the Hb-CO bond, the
energy used in bond breaking is hv - AH. However, since
the quantum yield of the reaction in C2. 3D is 77, the bond
energy should be I77 of this value. Hence
According to C2.5D, the PA signal amplitude Cdefined
as the area under the first peak of the PA pul seD of
C 4. 3D i;
I
Substitute C4. 6D into C4.3D and C4.5D and differentiate S
with respect to E
4 4 -i T rsrs Krr 4 '-s 4 4 4 Vs 1 roo
and differentiate C4.8D with respect to T:
C4. 9D
then
. .w + no t-i-r -v is shown in Fia. 4.3. The value
is assumed tri bi i nr)pnpnHnt rf + pmnpr + t tt~
and ftpC. is assumed to vary linearly with temperature
Csee Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4. 3D the volume term and the heat
term in C4.5D can be separated by repeating the
experiment at different temperatures.
Let the solution has zero thermal expansivity at
temperature T , the factor 3CpC D can be written as:
of the temperature dependence of the two signals, one for

































Fig. 4.2 Temperature dependence of
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chosen in our calculation is 4 °C. The variation of
4.4 Frequency Dependence and Volume Relaxation Phenomenon
The calculation of bond energy is based on the
assumption that the heat is released by the sample in a
sufficiently short period. The simplest situation is as
follows: When the hemoglobin absorbs a photon, part of
the energy is used to break the CO bond while the rest is
released as heat by fast thermal deexcitation in the
order of pico—second. If this were the case, the profile
of the PA signal of the sample would be identical to that
of the standard sample Ci.e. met myoglobin}. However, it
is found in the experiment that a large portion of PA
signal comes from a slow volume relaxation of the
hemoglobin-CO system Cby comparing the PA signal from
HbCO at low temperature and that of met myoglobin}. Even
though the volume term can be separated out by performing
the temperature dependence experiment as described in
section 4.3, this volume term makes the shape of the PA
signal of HbCO different from that of the standard. Since
the calculation of signal magnitude is done by
integrating the area of the first peak, this difference
in signal shape will affect the final result of bond
over 0 to 20 C is quite large and the result of V
conf
is just an estimation value.
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energy.
A detail investigation of the relaxation phenomenon
is carried out by performing the experiment at different
frequencies (monitored by transducers of different
resonant frequencies). For high frequency PA signals,
only the early stages of the process are detected and the
influence of the slow volume relaxation can be minimized.
Hence the bond energy is calculated from the data at
frequencies above 5 MHz only.
4.5 Quantum Yield in the Flash Photolysis Experiment
To calculate the quantum yield we note that
AO. D. = As AC C 4. 113
where As is the ligand induced change in extinction of
the protein, i.e., As = .eCHbCO - HfcO , and AC is the
change of carboxy form concentration after excitation.
The quantum yield 77 may be expressed as:
C4. 12}
In order to improve the accuracy, AO. D. As in C4. 123
is replaced by in calculating 77.
It is obvious that accurate extinction coefficients
for both the deoxy and car boxy form hemoglobins at the
monitoring wavelengths are necessary for calculating the
quantum yield. For carp hemoglobin, however, no
literature values can be found. Moreover, a satisfactory
deoxy spectrum of its R structure has never been obtained
due to its high CO affinity. This makes the determination
of As, the change of extinction coefficient, of R form
impossible. Considering that the extinction difference
between the R and T form is very small , we assume that
Ajt = HbCO - Hb3 for R and T to be identical. The
numbers of As for both R and T forms are then calculated
using the spectra of T form carp hemoglobin.
To obtain s from the spectra obtained, the
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concentration of the protein at which the T form spectrum
is measured must be known. Another assumption needs to be
taken here, namely, the extinction coefficients at the
absorption peaks of carp hemoglobin are taken to be the
same as those of human hemoglobin. For particular, the
extinction coefficients e at 538 nm and 568 nm of human
HbCO are 13.4 cm-1 MM-1 while e at 556 nm of human deoxy
hemoglobin is 12.5 cm-1 mM-1 (Antonini and Br unor i, 1971D.
The extinction coefficients at other wavelengths are




5. 1 Photoacousti cs Experiment
5.1.1 Calibration studies with met myogl obi n and CoC12
The measurement of temperature dependence of the PA
signal normalized to the laser energy C dS/dE) is carried
out at 532 nm. The absorbance is chosen to be 0. 2 cm-1
and the signal is detected by the 2.25 MHz transducer.
For the met myogl obi n solution, 54 mM CaCl 2 is added to
correct for the ionic strength difference. The results
are shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. The PA signal
disappears at about 3. 3 °C for both samples which
indicates the absence of vol ume signal C si gnal due to
volume changes other than heat) in the met myogl obi n
sample. I n Fig. 5. 3, a plot of dS/dE of met myogl obi n
against dS/dE of CoC12 shows the consistency of both
samples at all temperatures. The slope of Fig. 5.3 is
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Fig..5.1 Temperature dependence of dSdE of CoCl2
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Fig. 5.3 dSdE of met myoglobin vs. dSdE of CoCl2
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5.1.2 PA studies of carp hemogl obin
PA signals at various frequencies and various
temperatures are shown on Fig. 5.4-5.21. To compare the
signal shapes, each signal is normalized to its largest
peak. By comparisons with PA signals of met myogl obin in
the same buffer solution, it should be noted that while
the shape of the PA signal of met myogl obi n is quite
independent of temperature Cbelow temperature around
4 °C, the PA signal is inverted due to negative
expansi vi ty), the signal shapes of R and T forms at low
temperatures show a departure from that of met myogl obi n.
Since the contribution of the prompt heat Cheat released
within a very short ti me) decreases monotonically as the
temperature decreases C due to the temperature dependence
of thermal expansi vi ty) and approaches zero at about
4 °C, the PA signals observed at low temperatures should
mainly be due to an intrinsic volume change of the system
after laser excitation. The departure from the signal
shape of met myogl obi n illustrates that there is
relaxation in the system's volume change.
Such a relaxation is, however, not seen in the heat
term and is confirmed as follows. First, at room
temperature where the contribution of volume term is
relatively small, the signal of carp hemoglobin is very
similar to that of met myogl obi n. Second, by subtracting





Fig. 5.4 2.25 MHz PA signal for R form HbCO (100 ns/div.-)
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Fig. 5.12 1 MHz PA signal for T form HbCO (204 ns/div.)
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Fig. 5.21 14 MHz PA signal for met myogl obin (20 ns/div.)
met, myoglobin has zero ampl i tude3 of the PA signals at,
various temperatures, the resultant signals become very
similar to that of met myoglobin CFig. 5.223. Finally,
the absence of relaxation in the heat term is also
consistent with the absence of geminate recombination
observed in flash photolysis experiment Csee below3.
a3 Fraction of heat release
Typical graphs for the PA experiment are shown in
Due to the decrease in SN ratio of the PA signal
after subtraction of the volume term, the calculation of
first peak area and thus the bond energy becomes less
reliable for . cp determined. We thus keep the volume term0 •
in the signal and use mainly the results at higher
frequencies where the interference from the volume term
is minimum.
Westrick e£ a.1. CI9873 have suggested a time resolved
procedure to obtain information on the relaxation
processes involved in a reaction using a deconvolution
program. A similar analysis was carried out by us
assuming the PA signal for HbCO is due to a prompt heat
term con volutes with a relaxing term. It was found that
such a deconvol uti on is very sensitive to noise in data
as well as the starting point of the signal and the
result is not reliable. We therefore decide-to discard
the results-from such an analysis.
Fig. 5.22 Comparison of PA signal after subtraction of volume term
and PA signal of met myoglobin.
R form HbCO siqnal before subtraction
met myoglobin signal
- R form HbCO signal after subtraction
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Fig. 5. 23-5. 25. It should be noted that even though the
absolute value of laser energy is not exactly known, the
relative scale used for the laser energy axis is
unchanged throughout the experiment. Hence the fraction
of heat release can be deduced from the slope of the
lines C see chapter 43.
Table 5.1 shows the results of 4 Cfracti on of heat
release) obtained in the PA temperature dependence
experiments. The results are deduced from the slope of
dSC HbCO) /dE vs. dSCmet Mb) /dE. As mentioned in chapter 3,
the frequencies are determined by F. F. T. of the PA
signal. Some F.F.T. spectra are shown in Fig. 5.27-5.30.
Table 5. 1 Calculated 0 at different frequencies
Frequency
CMHz)
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dSdE of met Mb (Home heart)(a.u.)
Fig. 5.26 dSdE of T form HbCO vs. dSdE of met myoglobin.











X = 532 nm
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Fourier Spectrum in MHz
Fig. 5.27 F.F.T. spectrum of PA signal (1 MHz) for T form HbCO.






















X = 532 nm
0 0.6 1.3 1.9 2.5 3.1 3.8 4.4 5 5.6 6.3 6.9 7.5 8.1 8.8 9.4 10
Fourier Spectrum in MHz
Fig. 5.28 F.F.T . spectrum of 2.25 MHz PA signal for T form HbCO.
(PA,signal measured at 20°C)
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Fourier Spectrum in MHz
Fig 5.29 F.F.T. spectrum of 6.6 MHz PA signal for T form HbCO.
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Fourier Spectrum in MHz
Fig. 5.30 F.F.T. spectrum of .15 MHz PA signal for T form HbCO.
(PA siqnal measured at 20°C)
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I t. can be seen that when the experiment i s carried
out at higher frequencies, the variation of c becomes
smaller. This is consistent with that the interference of
volume relaxation is less significant if only the early
stage of the reaction is monitored by conducting the
experiment at a higher frequency.
b) Volume change of the hemoglobin-CO system
Taking y. at 4 °C ( 3. 8x1 O-b cm-3 J-10 C-1, see Fig. 4. 3)
and substituting it into C4.14:), the volume changes of R
and T form HbCO at low level photolysis are
+1.2± 0. 3 x 10-23 cm3/molecule and +1.5± 0.1 x 10-23
cm3 /molecule, respectively. These results are similar
within experimental error. This increase in size just
after the laser illumination is in reasonable agreement
with the value reported for myogl obi n by Liu C 1986D and
Westrick et aL. (1987).
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5. 2 Flash Photolysis Experiments
5.2.1 Extinction coefficients of carp hemoglobin
The extinction coefficients of deoxy and car boxy form
of carp hemoglobin in the T conformation are listed in
Table 5. 2. Note that for car boxy form, only the values at
the wavel engths monitored in the flash photolysis
experiment are given.
5. 2. 2 Quantumyield
Energy dependence of O. D. change C AO. D.) at 590 and
600 nm and at different time scales are shorn in Fig.
5.31-5.36. As explained in section 4. 5, we have assumed
the extinction coefficients difference Ae= EC HbCO- `-4b)
of both R and T structures to be the same, thus the ratio
of i for the two conformations can be calculated directly
from the data. Table 5.3 shows the ratio of of these
two conformations.
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Table 5. 2 Extinction coefficient of Carp Hemoglobin
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Fia. 5.33 Energy dependence of O.D. change for met myoglobin in quantum
yield experiment.
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Fig. 5.34 Energy dependence of O.D. change for R form HbCO in quantum
yield experiment.
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Fig. 5.36 Energy dependence of O.D. change for met myoglobin in quantum
yield experiment.
(O sampling rate O.ljuspt; O sampling rate 20jspt)
Table 5.3 Slope of energy dependence of photolysis
signals and the ratio between R and T form
X C nnO
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Another set of experiment)
The ratio of R and T in Table 5.3 are consistent in
these wavelengths within experimental error. Using the
data of £ given in Table 5. 2 and the data for MbCC
Cquantum yield to be 1.03, the absolute quantum yields of
R and T structures can be obtained from C4.2D. The
results are given in Table 5.4. Taking the average, the
quantum yield of R and T form HbCO are O. 68 ± O. 05 and
O. 85 ± O. 06, respectively.
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Another set of experiment)
5.2.3 Geminate recombi nation
As shown on Fig. 5.37, there is no geminate
recombination observed in the fastest time scale of
1OO ns C usi ng HeNe laser as the probe beam!) for the R
str uctur e. This is also true for the T structure Cnot
shown!). It is consistent with the results reported by
Campel 1 et a. I. CI 985!) and Bob Austin C personal
communi cati on!).
5.2.4 GO recombi nation rate and R -+ T transition rate
The CO recombination rates measured at 590 nm and SOO
nm are essentially identical for both forms. The results
are shown in Fig. 5.38 and Fig. 5.39. Table 5.4 gives a
summary of the rates. The recombi nation rate is obtained
from a single exponential fitting program. It is found
that there is no energy dependence for the rate of the T
structure. For R structure, the rate is 3. 3 times faster
than the T structure when weakly photolyzed. The rates of
R form gradually approaches the value for the T structure
as the degree of photolysis increases with increasing
laser energy. Fig. 5.40 shows the initial stages of CO
recombination for R conformation at different level of
photolysis. This indicates that, for the R structure,
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Fig. 5.37 O.D. change of R form HbCO after laser flash,
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Fig. 5.39 CO recombination rate of T form carboxyhemoglobin.
Table 5.5 CO recombination rates of HbCO in R and T form;
Laser intensity
a. u. CIocr seale)
CO recombination rate
C1 sec 2)


























































Fig. 5.40 Initial stages of CO recombination of R form HbCO at
different levels of photolysis, (laser flash at t = 0)
switches to the T structure Cpredicted by the MWG modelD.
The switch is confirmed by observing directly the R - T
transition at the isosbestic point of R form HbCO and
deoxy Hb. This R - T transition can be observed only at
high laser intensity. Addition of I HP in the R state
solution does greatly suppress the R - T signal. In
acetate buffer with IHP CT form HbCOD, no signal of this
type is observed in complete photolysis.
The R - T transition observed at 562.6 nm is shown in
Fig. 5.41. By using a single exponential fitting, the R -»
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Fig. 5.41 The R- T transition signal measured at the isosbestic point
of the carboxy- and deoxy- derivatives of R form hemoglobin.
5. 3 Resul ts of Boned Energy
From C4. 43, bond energy is equal to C1 -£)hv77. The
bond energy evaluated at each frequency is shown in Fig.
5.42 and 5.43. As mentioned above, to minimize the
interference of the volume relaxation, only values of
frequencies above 5 MHz is considered. Taking average
value for frequencies above 5 MHz and including the heats
of solution of CO C-2.88 kcalmol at 20 °C, Antonini and
Brunori, 19713,the bond energies are found to be
—21.8 ± 1.5 kcalmol for R form and -18.3 ±2.2 kcalmol
for T form. From the above results we conclude that in
carp hemoglobin, enthalpy contributes -3.5 ±3.7 kcalmol
to the free energy difference. From the above results, it
seems that it is easier to flash off the CO from the T
form HbCO. However, since the bond energy of T form is
smaller, the fraction of heat release of the R and T
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Fig. 5.42 The CO bond energy of R form HbCO as calculated by signal with
different frequencies.
measured at 532 nm
Fig. 5.43 The CO bond energy of T form HbCO as calculated by signal with
different frequencies.
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5. 4 Contribution of Entropy and Enthalpy
The free energy of cooper ati vi ty AGrt in hemoglobir
is equal to the difference in the free energies of CC
binding in the two conformations, i. e. ,
C 5. 1}
which can be written as
r c:
The first term is the entropic term and the second one is
the enthalpic term. In considering the contribution of
these two terms, several cases are possible in C5.23:
aD Purely entropic.
b2 Purely enthalpic.
cD Both terms contribute positively.
d3 A large entropic contribution compensated by a smaller
negative enthalpic contribution.
eD A large enthalpic contribution compensated by a
smaller negative entropic contribution.
Si nee is about 3-4 kcalmol, and the enthalpic
contribution in carp is found to WP
can see that only b3 and c3 are possible, i . e. , eithei
enthalpy alone determines or both the entropy and
the enthalpy term contribute positively to
Chapter 6
Cnnr 1 11=: -i rin
By using the method of photoacoustic caiorimetry, the
bond energy between hemoglobin and CO is studied for the
two conformations of carp hemoglobin. Using the quantum
yields measured by the flash photolysis experiment CO. 68
for the R and the T structures,
respectively]) , the bond energies are found to be
for the R form and
kcalmol for the T form. From this, we conclude that
enthalpy contribute: to the free
ener gy of c ooper ativit y This indicates that either
completely enthalpic in nature, or it is
contributed positively by both enthalpy and entropy.
There is also an intrinsic volume change in the
system following photolysis. The volume changes are
for the R structure and
for T structure, which
a.re very similar within experimental error.
From the flash photolysis experiment, it is found
that at low photolysis level, the initial CO_recombina¬
tion rate of R form HbCO is 3.3 times faster than'that of
the T form HbCO. At high photolysis level, the initial CO
recombination rate of R form HbCO approaches to the rate
of T form HbCO, indicating that carp hemoglobin will
change to the T structure if most hemes are unliganded.
For complete photolysis and at 1 atm CO concentration,
the R - T transition rate is about 29000 s
Final1y, no geminate recombination is observed in
both the R and the T structures, consistent with that the
relaxation found in the PA signal at low temperatures are
due to the volume change of the hemoglobin-CO system
before CHbCCOD D and after laser flash CHbCCOD + COD.
4 o
Annpnrli v
'QBTEK.BAS - a digitizer data acquisition system prograj
for Tektronix 7912AD programmable digitize!
' written by Felix P.M. Cham.
Vor ci nri 1 1 C wr- -i + + -i r, -1.- D ACT r 7 A r~
DECLARE FUNCTION minus% Cabc AS INTEGER!
DECLARE SUB acquire CD
DECLARE SUB echo CaS, bSD
DECLARE SUB fileopen CD
DECLARE SUB filesave CwaveO AS INTEGER!
DECLARE SUB getnumber CD
DECLARE SUB getpara CD
DECLARE SUB gpiberror CD
DECLARE SUB graph CwaveCD AS INTEGERD
DECLARE SUB idle CD
DECLARE SUB integration CwCD AS INTEGER!
DECLARE SUB parameter CD
DECLARE SUB remote CD
DECLARE SUB response CD
DECLARE SUB selectdevice CD
DECLARE SUB sendmessage CwrtSD
DECLARE SUB serialpoll CD
DECLARE SUB special Cfunc%D
TYPE usemara
samplename AS STRING 1
edate AS STRING 10
etime AS STRING 8
freq AS STRING 4
temp AS STRING 4
od AS STRING 8
atten AS STRING 4
vsl AS STRING 10













DIM wfmCl TO 512D AS INTEGER, swfmCl TO 512D AS INTEGER
DIM mwfmCl TO 512D AS INTEGER, expara AS userpara
DIM sig AS SINGLE, sf AS SINGLE, bl AS INTEGER, startpt
AS INTEGER, crosspt AS INTEGER»» — — 7 I
DIM NoOfRed AS INTEGER
DIM swidth%
DIM SHARED bb%, bd%
DIM filenames







CONST sec% = 96
CONST eoi% = 1
CONST uerr% = 240 'user defined error
PRINT HEXSCVARSEGCswfmC 1D D D, HEXSCVARPTRCswfmClDDD
CALL echoCHit any key to go on! , aS3
INPUT Number of points for integration; swidth%
CALL fileopen 'open the data file before experiment
CALL ibfindCbdnameS, bb%3 'init GPIC-PC board
f unc% = 9
CALL specialC func%D
func% = 17: CALL specialCfunc%
func% = 1: CALL specialCfuncO
CALL ibpadCbd%, pri%2
CALL ibsadCbd%, sec%D














meantime% — nrl% trytime«
oldtotal% = totalshot%
totalshot% = totalshot% + meantime%












IF nr1% 64 THEN





CASE 33 TO 64
nr1% = 64
CASE 17 TO 32
nr 1% = 32
CASE 9 TO 16
nrl % = 16
CASE 5 TO 8
nrl % = 8
CASE 3, 4
nr 1 % = 4
CASE ELSE
nrl % = nrl %
END SELECT




INPUT Give me a message -type 'N' for exit; xS
CALL sendmessaqeCxS3
CALL response
LOOP UNTIL UCASESCxS3 = N
FOR k% = 1 TO trytime%
CALL sendmessageC dig$)
CALL acquire
FOR 1% = 1 TO 512
give message
swfmCl%3 = swf mC 1 %3 + wfmCl% - 303
NEXT 1%, k%
BEEP
wrtS = mai 0;gri O
'make a sound when finish
CALL sendmessageC wrtS)
PRINT HEXSCVARSEGCswfmC 13 3 3, HEXSCVARPTRCswfmC1333
IF Ctotalshot% EQV meantimeO AND Cmeantime% 643
THEN
FOR 1% = 1 TO 512 'normalize the waveform
mwf mC 1 %3 = mwf mC 1 %3 + C s wf mC 1 %3 — mwf mC 1 %3
trvtime%D nrl% totalshot%
END IF
wr tS = VS1?
CALL sendmessageCwrtS3
rdS = SPACESC2553
CALL ibrdC bd%, rdS3
expara.vsl = MIDSCLEFTSCrdS, ibcnt%3, 53
wr tS = HS1?
CALL sendmessageC wr tS3
rdS = SPACESC2553
CALL ibrdC bd%, rdS3
expara.hsl = MIDSCLEFTSCrdS, ibcnt%3, 53
sf = VALCexpara.vsl3
CALL graphCmwfmC33
CALL integr ationC mwf mC 3 3
PRINT signal =; sig
PRINT baseline =; bl
PRINT startpoint=; startpt
PRINT crosspoint=; crosspt






CALL echoCMore shots?, moreS3
IF moreS = N THEN EXIT DO
CLS
LOCATE 25, 1
INPUT no. of shots added; nrl%
FOR 1% = 1 TO 512











acauire waveform data Cbinarv)
SUB acquire
SHARED wfmCD AS INTEGER, count%, rdS, nrl%







IF rdS = CHRSC255D THEN
CALL gpiberror
END IF
LOOP WHILE rdS W
'Determine block length
rdS = SPACESC 2D
CALL ibrdC bd%, rdSD
CALL gpiberror
'count% = ASCC rdSD 256 + CASCCRIGHTSCrdS, 1DDD - 1
DEF SEG = VARSEGCwf mC 1 D D
CALL ibrdiCbd%, VARPTRCwfmC1DD, countJO
FOR i = -29 TO 512 - 30
POKE VARPTRC b%D, PEEKC VARPTRC wf mC i D D D
POKE VARPTRC wf mC i D D , PEEKC VARPTRC wf mC i D D + ID
POKE VARPTRC wf mCiD D + 1, PEEKC VARPTRC b%D D










IF continues N THEN
LOCATE 25, 1
CALL echoCAre vou sure?, aSD





SUB echo CaS, bS2 STATIC
Echo string aS and get character bS from keyboard
PRINT
SUB fileopen
Open the file specified by the operator
and check the numbers of free record in it
SHARED filenames









INPUT Enter filename: Cno more than 8 charatersD,
fi1enameS
fi1enameS = UCASESC fi1enameS3






CASE 5 TO 12
EXIT DO
CASE IS 12
PRINT Filename too long!
END SELECT
LOOP
OPEN dS + filenames FOR BlNARi AS m.





CASE 1 TO 29
PRINT File already existed
PRINT 30 - NoOfRcd%; Free records in file.
CASE 30
CALL echoCFile is full. Kill it?, aSD
tir = Y THEN
CLOSE
KILL filenames




'save waveform and other experiment parameter
SUB filesave CwaveO AS INTEGER} STATIC
SHARED expara AS userpara, NoOfRcd AS INTEGER
GET 1, 1 , NoOfRcd
PUT 1, 1094 NoOfRcd + 3, expara
FOR 1% = 1 TO 513
get a number from a device
SUB getnumber
'aet the experiment parameter
SUB getpara
Define cursor movement boundary
CONST lftbd% = 41, rgtbd% = lftbd% + 9, topbd% = 6,
btmbd% = topbd% + 10
CASE ELSE
PRINT Error in file! Please check.
PRINT NoOfRcd=; NoOfRcd%
END SELECT
LOOP UNTIL Trialopen = T
DO
LOOP UNTIL T NKFYSt o
END SUB
PUT tfl, , waveC1%}
NEXT 1%
NoOfRcd = NoOfRcd + 1




rdS = LEFTSCrdS, ibcnt%}
CALL gpiberror ' error check
END SUB
STATIC non AS STRING 10, x AS INTEGER, n AS INTEGER
SHARED expara AS userpara
DIM OKpara AS STRING 1, sSCl TO 10}




LOCATE 6, 41, 1, 3, 9
DO
aS = INKEYS






CASE CHRSC HCO+ CHRSC 7F53. CHRSC B3
column= column— 1
GOSUB checkbd
CASE CHRSC HOD+ CHRSC773
column= column+ 1
GOSUB checkbd
CASE CHRSC H03+ CHRSC 80}
row= row+ 1
GOSUB checkbd























IF UCASESCaS Y THEN GOTO e3
EXIT SUB
checkbd:
IF row btmbd% THEN row= row+ 1
IF row topbd% THEN row= row- 1
IF column lftbd% THEN column= column+ 1
IF column rgtbd% THEN column= column— 1
LOCATE row, column,, 3, 9
RETURN
FOR i%= 1 TO lO
sSCi%3=
NEXT i%
FOR i%= 1 TO lO
FOR j%= 0 TO 9
n= SCREENC 5+ i%, 41+ j%3
IF n= 32 AND j% O THEN EXIT FOR
sSCi%3= sSCi%3+ CHRSC n3
NEXT j%


















TP PYn?( r~ S = r rX c.K4- 4mn TUCM
Check for GPIB error
SUB gpiberror STATIC
SHARED func%, spr%
IF Cibsta% AND H80003 O THEN GOTO al 'GPIB error
IF bd% 0 THEN PRINT device not installed - use IBCONF
then reboot: GOTO a2
IF Cibsta% AND H40003 O THEN PRINT timeout: GOTO a2
IF Cibsta% AND H1003 O THEN GOTO a3 ' normal IO
al : PRINT GPIB error ; iberr%
SELECT CASE iberr%
CASE O
PRINT DOS error Cis device instal1ed?3
BEEP
LOCATE 25, 1






PPT NT function reauires GPIB-PC to be CIC
CASE 2
PRINT no listener on write function; check cable,
GPIB address
CASE 3
PRINT GPIB-PC not addressed correctly
CASE 4
PRINT invalid argument to function call
CASE 5
PRINT GPIB-PC not system controller as required
CASE 6
PRINT IO operation aborted
CASE 7
PRINT non-existent GPIB-PC boaard
CASE lO
pptwt IO started before previous operation
completed
CASE 11
PRINT no capability for operation
CASE 12
PPT NT file system error
CASE 14
PRINT command error during device call
r 1 r
END SELECT
a2: INPUT [Enter] to continue; aS
ERROR uerr% 'this statement is to force a BASIC erro
a3: spr% = 0
IF func% 3 AND func% 11 THEN EXIT SUB
CALL ibrspCbd%, spr%}
IF spr% = 97 THEN PRINT Device Command error: GOTO a2
END SUB
graph waveform after averaging
SUB graph CwaveO AS INTEGER} STATIC
'set actual parameter
put bus into idle state
SUB idle





VIEW C206, 1} —C 71 8, 332}, , 1
PRINT Tektronix 7912AD data
PRINT acquisition system 1.1
CLS 1
WINDOW CI, 0}-C 512, 511}
FOR 1% = 64 TO 512 STEP 64













PRINT serial poll status byte lost
CASE 16
PRINT SRO st. I Jr~ V i n nn nn
GET MESSAGE FROM A DEVICE
SUB response
integration subroutine CSimpson's rulel
SUB intearation CwO AS INTEGER}
cl, xhsa AS LONG
'deter mine base!ine
'find start point of signai
dl : FOR 1% = startpt + 1 TO 512
a = start mi nus%C wC 1 %} }
'signal too small to measure
'find zero cross point







'cannot find zero cross point
d2: sig = O
SHARED rdS
rdS = SPACEC 255}
CALL ibrdC bd%, rd}
rdS = LEFTSCrdS, ibcnt%}
PRINT rdS
'= O: CALL ibgtsCbb%, v%}'put controller into standby
CALL gpiberror ' error check
END SUB
SHARED sig AS SINGLE, sf AS SINGLE, bl AS INTEGER,
iArt.nt. AS T NlKGFR. crossDt AS INTEGER. swidth%
DIM 1%, xl%, xm%, xh%, start AS INTEGER, q AS LONG,
FOR 1% = 31 TO 158
cl 8c = cl + wCl %}
NEXT 1%
bl = cl 128
FOR 1% = 159 TO 512
start = mi nus%C wC 1 %} }







xl% = mi nus%CwCcrosspt - swidth%}}
FOR 1% = Ccrosspt - swidth%} TO Ccrosspt - 3} STEP 2
xm% — mi nus%C wCl« + 1}}
xh % = minus%CwCl% + 2}}
sig = sig + + 4 xm% + xh%
xl% = xh %
NEXT 1%
xhsq = xh% 2
sig = sig 3 + xhsq C2 Cxh% - q}}
p = minus%CwCcrosspt - swidths - 1}}
r = minus%CwCcrosspt - swidth%}}
END SUB
' sf = scale factor
'64 points per divisior
FUNCTION minus% Cabc AS INTEGER}
SHARED bl AS INTEGER




SHARED expara AS userpara
expara.edate = DATES
expara. etime = TIMES































TABC 41} ; expar a. hsl






CALL gpiberror 'error check
END SUB
send message to device
SUB sendmessage Cwrt$}
IF wrtS = THEN EXIT SUB
CALL ibwrtCbd%, wrtD
' v% = 0: CALL ibgtsCbb%, v%D'put controller into standby
func% = 3: CALL gpiberror' error check
END SUB
serial poll a device
SUB serial poll
Specialized subroutines for QBTEK. BAS
SDecifv functions with func%
spr% = O
IF func% 3 AND func% 11 THEN EXIT SUB
CALL ibrspCbd%, sprO
v% = O: CALL ibgtsCbb%, v50 'put controller into standby






1 select a device
2 serial poll a device
'3 send a message to a device
'4 get response from a device
'5 get a number from a device




















'11 acquire waveform data Cbinary}
'16 put bus into idle state
'17 put bus into remote state
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